Week Beginning 21.10.2019

This week we have been…….
We have moved on to learning our new
letters and their sounds (n, ch, s, ee).
The children have had lots of fun
reading the letters, saying the sounds
and doing fun activities to help them
remember them. We have even introduced two digraphs (two letters that make one
sound) this week!
In Maths we are have been practising “careful counting” making sure that we count each
object only once, that we say numbers in the correct order and that we remember that
the last number we say when counting is how many we have in the set. We also explored
the different ways we can make amounts e.g. 2 and 3 makes 5
We read the book “Christopher Pumpkin” by Sue Hendra. The children answered
questions about the story and we enjoyed making our own pumpkins, giving them names
just like in the story.
We learnt about how to stay heathy and safe when cooking. We also practised following
instructions to make our own pizzas. The children did a brilliant job!

Coming up after Half Term….
It’s science week in Reception. We are going to be talking about what science is and
what scientists do. Linking to the children’s interests we will be looking at fireworks,
rockets and space. The children will have the opportunity to become scientists
themselves making observations, asking questions and testing ideas.
We will also be introducing our next sounds; m, ar, e, c ,k and investigating 2D shapes.

Bug Challenge……
Enjoy sharing your first school reading book with
your grown-up and talking about the story. Can you
spot any letters we have learnt in school?
Practise writing your name as much as you can. Have
you remembered all the letters? Remember only the
first letter in your name is a capital.

